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Abstract: In this work, a hybrid caching mechanism is implemented to improve the quality of service in online video streaming. Even
though, the advancement in multimedia is streaming; the user experience latency during online video streaming. To avoid delay,
atunable victimization scheme is used to efficiently allocate the streaming video. The streams are split to minute fragments in
order to provide space for number of different streams. The Fragment is that theamount of cached data is adjusted up to finer unit block.
Here, both the average arrival time (AAT) and playback rate of the video are defined as hybrid scheme (ATPR). The victim object is
selected based on the ATPR value. The lowest ATPRvideo is replaced with requested video. A log is maintained about the details of
requested video. Performance evaluation demonstrates that our scheme outperforms other traditional schemes in terms of the different
quality-of-service parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The major concern with regard to the streaming applications
is that they consume complete bandwidth along the clientserver path for the entire session. The multimedia content
when maintained closer to the interested clients, it can
contribute in high scalability and deliver high quality
streams. The delivery of high quality streams over the
internet is possible through Proxy caching, which is a clientoriented solution. The working principle behind the Proxy
cache is that it stores the frequently accessed content with
the hope that it can positively respond to the client requests.
Doing this, it reduces the load of the server, wherein, instead
of requesting the server directly, the proxy cache would
respond to the request if the requested response is with it.
Due to the closer location of the proxy cache to the client
side, it would reduce the service response time and thereby
avoid network bottleneck. The research of streaming media
caching technology is a challenging.
II. RELATED WORK
Several researchers have proposed many proxy caching
scheme to utilize the cache efficiently. A randomized
algorithm [5] which considers the bin division for
replacement strategy.
Proxy server with transcoding
capability [11] provides appropriate video quality for the
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different network environment. Demand on the interactive
request of the multimedia object is increased significantly,
[14] and a DISC algorithm is introduced which satisfies the
client partially. The prefix/suffix proxy-caching schemes
[1], [4] split the streaming objects into two units namely,
prefix and suffix. The prefix part is used to start the
streaming pipeline. Client experience the delayed start
because, the prefix part of the requested object is not cached.
The problem here to cache the whole part or the starting part
of the object in the proxy cache. Proposed [13] the caching
scheme that differentiates the content-type of the documents
and uses a different queue for each of them. In that way, the
replacement policy that better performance is achieved for
each content-type and cache size can be applied. Two-stage
replica replacement algorithm[12] applies good balance
between value and cost by predicting replica value to
make sure which replica will be replaced, and predicting the
replacement cost to make it as low as possible.
The caching schemes [8], [9] propose to determine which
video to be cache for layer encoded video. Content Delivery
Networks (CDN) have been used [15 ]on the Internet to
cache media content so as to reduce the load on the
original media server, network congestion, and latency.
Combined the LRU and LFU Policies [16] scheme
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switching between the two polices according to the user
pattern. These caching policies give preferential treatments
to the beginning segments and aimed to minimize proxy
jitter and analysing the performance of the byte-hit ratio.
The framework [10] proposed with optimal cache
management achieves reasonable reduction on bandwidth
and also enable flexible utility management for the
heterogeneous clients. The paper [6] discuss on the new
BSC strategy for video-on-demand-like (VoD) applications
and to cache the initial portion of the stream to avoid start up
delay respectively. The algorithm [7] achieves a good
balance between value and cost by predicting replica value
to make sure which replica will be replaced, and predicting
the replacement cost to make it as low as possible.
To represent the drawback in all the algorithm proposed, we
propose a new hybrid algorithm which takes the account
of average arrival time(AAT) and playback rate of the video
are defined as hybrid scheme (ATPR). The lower ATPR
multimedia object is evicted from the proxy cache to house
the higher ATPR object. Performance evaluation
demonstrates that our scheme outperforms other traditional
schemes in terms of the different quality-of-service
parameters.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The multimedia server consists of object fragmentation unit
which fragments the multimedia objects to finer unit block.
Figure 1 represents the multimedia proxy caching
architecture. The advantage of Fragment scheme is that the
amount of cached data is adjusted up to finer unit block.
This improves more object is placed in cache and by
reducing initial start-up delay for the users. The advantage
of the fragmental scheme is when the user request for the
object the request is forwarded towards the proxy server
in which the incoming request is handled by the Request
Processor and then forwards the request to the Cache
Manager and Allocation, the cache manager is the main unit
which manages and processes the request and decides
how much space to be allocated for the incoming requests.
The playback log is the unit which stores the history of The
arrival time of each and every requested object.
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IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
A. Object Division and streaming
The multimedia objects are divided into several processing
units. Each processing unit consists of Cfragment and s
fragment where the Cfragments are cached in proxy cache
and the Sfragment are streamed towards the client end while
the Cfragments are playback. The advantage of the
fragmentation scheme is that the Sfragments are parallel
downloaded while the Cfragments are in playback.
B. Fragmented proxy
Generally the proxy cache consists of objects which are
fragmented of varying size. Figure 2 shows the objects are
fragmented and the initial part of the object is prefix.
Whenever the object is requested the prefix part is cached. If
the same object is requested for the next time, due to
caching of prefix part the initial start-up delay is totally
reduced. For replacing the victim the last part of the object is
replaced

Fig. 2 Proxy Cache with Fragmented Objects

The replacement strategically unit takes in account both the
playback rate and the arrivaltime of each and every object to
replace. The object with less playback rate and arrival time
is considered as the victim. After victim the requested object
is streamed from the server to the cache manager. The
cache manager allocates the object to the cache and the
object is streamed to use.
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C. Calculating Average Arrival Time
The parameter arrival time (LRU) for every object is
calculated for certain duration. Whenever the object is
requested the corresponding time is stored in persistent
storage. Several request for the same object’s time is stored
in corresponding persistent value. Figure 3 represents the
arrival time of several multimedia objects. Let us consider
the multimedia objectOk and let the several arrival time or
the request time of the object Ok is tk1, tk2, tk3. The
Average arrival time (AAT) for a particular object Ok is
calculated as,
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In the actual implementation requested object’s C- blocks
are increased by the proxy server during the playback
𝑡𝑘1 + 𝑡𝑘2 + 𝑡𝑘3
instead of downloading them completely before playback.
AATk =
𝑡
The advantage of this implementation is that it saves the
D. Defining ATPR
network bandwidth, reduces the user request latency and
T By calculating the Average arrival time of each objects alsoi it reduces the power consumption of the Proxy server’s
and defining the playback rate of corresponding object we CPU.
define a Hybrid scheme (ATPR) with the combination of the
V. HYBRID VICTIMIZATION APPROACH
arrival time and the playback rate. The victim object is
selected based on the ATPR value. This improves the QOS The cache space (CS) is been allocated for the requested
parameters by retaining the familiar objects and reducing the object. In the worst case scenario, the absence of free cache
network bandwidth as well as reducing the delayed starts
space would lead to the drop of objects. To overcome it,
based on the object’s ATPR some space is been freed. The
E. Cache space allocation
objects with larger ATPR contribute us in keeping more COne important task is to allocate the required space in cache blocks of the same in the proxy cache. Hereby it increases
when the new object is requested. When the object is the byte-hit ratio. On the contrary, the larger the object’s
requested the object must be cached full or partial in the ATPR so would be the less delay in starting. The requests
proxy cache or the object is not cached either of the reason sent to the object with lower ATPR causes delayed start.
of new request or may be the replacement victim of the
previous requests. Here, according to our study the objects
Begin
cached in the proxy must be proportional to the playback
Let objects i = 1 to k in proxy cache
rate and the average arrival time of the particular object
(ATPR). This scheme is termed as Hybrid scheme. When
Find CS for requested object.
the requested object is to be cached in the proxy cache we
To find ATPR min values for objects 1 to k Specify
need to find how much of the object i.e. the blocks to be
object Oj in the playback, where ATPR - ATPR is minimum
cached in the proxy cache.
j
i
If C ≤ C then, gradually add C-blocks to C equivalent to C
i

j

i

If C >C then, add one C-block to C
i

j

j

i

Remove suffix part of victim object
If space not enough then Remove suffix part , prefix part of
victim object.
Add calculated CS to proxy server
End
Fig. 3 ArrivalRequestPattern forMultimediaObjects

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A simple and effective approach is been used to identify the
number if C-blocks required for the requested object Oi, we
specify an object Oj in the playback filet hat ATPRj-ATPRi
is minimum. Let both the objects Oi and Oj in the proxy
cache and t he number of C-blocks is Ci and Cj respectively.
If the number of C-blocks in Oi is lesser than the C-blocks in
Oj, the number of C-blocks for object Oi is gradually added
to equal the number of C- blocks in object Oj and if the
number of C-blocks in Oi is greater than the number of Cblocks in Oj, asingleC- block is added to the Oi in the proxy
cache.TheC-blocks to be increment in object Oi for each
request is calculated as

The proxy simulator model consists of a user request
generator. Proxy server simulator is used to simulate the
streaming and caching actions as it happens in the real proxy
server in various caching schemes.
The user request
characterization is created by the user request generator.
Several parameters have been considered for the
performance studies. Following parameters are considered
such as cache size, number of distinct media objects, the size
of prefix size and the total number of request.

𝑁𝐶𝐼 = 𝐶𝑗 − 𝐶𝑖 /𝑃𝑈𝑆
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TABLE I
EXPERIMENTALPARAMETERS

Fig. 4Byte Hit Ratio under Various Cache Size

For performance study, 200 distinct multimedia
objects, whose sizes are uniformly distributed between
100and300 blocks, with a meanobject size of 200 blocks are
taken.
A. Effect Of Cache Space On BHR And Delayed Starts
To study the impact of cache size on the performance of the
streaming proxy server by varying the cache size from
2*103 blocks to 7*103 blocks. The performance of the
cache size is shown in Figure 4. The system was run for
both the caching schemes to study the influence of the cache
size on the BHR. Increasing cache size allows more data to
be cached in the proxy server, thereby reducing the
percentage of delayed starts and increasing the byte-hit ratio
for user requests. As a result, the hybrid proxy-caching
scheme which involves both APR and the LRU terms
outperforms the existing APR based approach in terms of
the percentage of delayed starts and byte hit ratio for the
user requests.
When proxy-cache size is relatively small, the hybrid proxycaching scheme shows less improvement in Byte Hit Ratio.
For instance, when the cache size is 2000 blocks, the novel
caching scheme experiences 17% byte hit ratio more than
the existing scheme. When the cache size is 4000 blocks, the
byte-hit ratio using the hybrid proxy-caching scheme is 13%
better than the existingproxy caching scheme. With the
cache size of 6000 blocks the hybrid scheme outperforms
15% more than the existing approach. When the cache space
proxy increases the novel scheme performs better than the
existing approaches.
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By studying the impacts of cache size on delayed start, the
hybrid approach has the lowest fraction of requests with
delayed starts. Figure. 5. Presents the impact of cache size
on delayed starts with the requested objects. The result
shows that the delayed starts for hybrid scheme decreases as
the size of the cache size increases. As the cache size
increases more and more object prefixes are placed in the
cache thereby experiencing less delayed starts by the user.
For instant of 3000 blocks the percentage of delayed starts
for hybrid scheme decreases by about 2% compared to the
existing scheme.

Fig. 5 Delayed Starts under Various Cache Size
When the cache consists of 6000 blocks the hybrid scheme
performs better than the existing scheme by 3%. From the
analysis, the delayed start is lesser for increasing cache size.
B. Effect Of Numbers Of Distinct Objects On BHR And
Delayed Starts
In this study the impact of the number of the distinct
multimedia objects on the proxy server performance is
analysed by varying the number of the distinct objects from
50 to 200. The results are depicted in Figure 6. As the
number of the distinct objects increases, larger cache space
is needed to keep the increased number of prefixes in the
cache. Thus, the byte-hit ratio decreases for both proxycaching schemes.
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The hybrid proxy-caching scheme outperforms the other
caching schemes in terms of the Byte Hit Ratio. For
instance, when the number of the distinct objects is 50, the
hybrid caching scheme experiences about 1% increase in
Byte Hit Ratio which is caused by initial requests for the
objects.

Fig. 7Delayed Starts under Number of Distinct Media objects
Thus the above results prove that for various cache sizes the
Byte Hit Ratio and the Delayed Starts are better than the
existing system. Moreover the BHR and Delayed Starts are
better for the various number of distinct media objects.
C. Effect Of Average Object Size On BHR And Delayed
Starts
In this work, we study the impact of the average object size
on the proxy server performance. We vary the average
object size from 50 to 250 blocks. Because the prefix size of
a multimedia object is usually fixed and does not increase
when the object size increases, varying the average object.

Fig. 6 BHR under Various Numbers of Distinct Objects
However, when the number of the distinct objects increases
to 200, the number of Byte Hit Ratio using the hybrid
caching scheme outperforms the existing scheme by 4%.
In addition, as shown in the Figure 7, when the number of
the distinct objects increases, the hybrid caching scheme
performs still better, in terms of the byte-hit ratio, compared
to the other caching schemes. When the number of the
distinct objects is 150, the fragmental proxy-caching scheme
outperforms the existing scheme By 5%. The result shows
that the delayed starts for the Hybrid scheme are lower
when compared to the existing scheme. The delayed starts
increased for increase in the number of distinct media
objects due to constant cache size. For this analysis the
cache size is kept constant with 10,000 blocks. For instance
of 50 multimedia objects the delayed starts for the hybrid
scheme is 25% and for existing scheme is 28%, resulting in
the reduction of delayed starts by 3%. When the number of
multimedia objects is 200, the delayed starts for the novel
scheme is 31.5% and for the existing scheme is 35%
resulting in an improvement of 3.5%.
When more and
more different objects are requested, the number of delayed
starts increases since the number of requested objects in the
cache is less.
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Fig. 8Byte-Hit Ratio under Average object sizes

The Size should not have an obvious impact on the number
of delayed starts as long as the total cache size is large
enough to store the prefixes of all multimedia objects. As
demonstrated in Figure 8, the fragmental proxy-caching
scheme outperforms the other caching schemes by large
margins in terms of the Byte Hit Ratio. On the other hand,
the byte-hit ratio decreases for all proxy-caching schemes
when the average object size increases. The simulation
shows that Hybrid scheme outperforms the existing scheme.
For this simulation the cache size is fixed to 10000 blocks
and the user request is limited to 200 requests. For the
instance for average object size of 50 the fragmental caching
scheme under Hybrid scheme is 10% more than the existing
APR. For the instanceof average object size of 150 blocks
the novel scheme outperforms about 20% than the existing
fragmental caching scheme. To analyse the delayed starts,
the average object size is varied from 50 blocks to 200
blocks and the cache size is fixed. As from Figure 9, for the
instance of initial 50 blocks the Hybrid scheme outperforms
by around 4% than the existing scheme. When number of
Average object size increases the delayed starts also
increases due to the fixed cache size. This reflects in the
replacement of prefix object. And for the other instance of
200 blocks the delayed starts for Hybrid scheme is 25.84%
and the existing scheme is 26.483%. Thus from the study
Hybrid scheme outperforms by around 1%.
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Fig. 9 Delayed Starts under Average object sizes
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VII.
CONCLUSION
Proxy Cache is to improve the Multimedia Streaming
Service’s quality.
The effective Cache replacement is
backed up by the finer granularity of caching units. With it,
a new cache replacement algorithm is proposed in which the
user request arrival time and the playback rates of the
multimedia objects are considered in making the cache
replacement decisions. In the proposed cache replacement
algorithm, the dynamic user request is tacked using the
playback log; and the replacement victims are selected using
a hybrid tunable victimization procedure and it’s also used
to determine the amount of cache data to be replaced for the
victims. A detailed comparison of the APR based Proxy
caching scheme and Hybrid proxy caching scheme is done.
The study results shows that the fragmental proxy-caching
scheme with Hybrid scheme significantly outperforms the
existing schemes in terms of two commonly used QoS
metrics, the byte-hit ratio and the number of delayed starts
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